
2/7/89 

NNI, 

• 

Dear Arthur Egan, 
- 	 1004 

In en effort to get more information for you on "Internetiorel 
Investigators" I asked a source who is e former FBI agent if any of the 
names were familiar to him. 

I hove just received a note from him of which I sand you the 
appropriate paragraph. Sorry I'm running out of the 3M paper end had to use 
en old scrap. If you cannot make this out well enough I'll soon hive a*.  
new supply and can make a better copy. 

When we spoke, your schedule was uncertain. Although I expect 	111AV 
to stay 21-me for the immediate future and have no plans for leaving, I will 	 4. 

be away all or parts of two days next week, 7ednesday, 2/12 and Fridet, 2/14/89/ %!1,.• 

I now have two completed ma for you to reed, if you so desire. 	' 
Neither is directly related to your work but one, indirectly, is very much 
in plaint end I think has the possibility of reaching the kind of people who 
ordinarily would be unsympathetic to you (plural). 

There is a third, being retyped, that I think is by far the most 
explicit thing yet in showing how corrupt the government can be and Is, esp- 
acuity the Department of Justice. That will not go as fast, but you can 
read it, slowed somewhat by my illegible scrawl in coreecting. 

1n addition, I have an enormous amount of unpublished materiel, 
some written some just raw material. Ofhend, I can think of some that might 
interest you and that i believe, as I look at things, would help you 

I do not know how rapidly you reed. All together, these total 
about 500 single-=paced, legal-sized pages. 

If this is what you'd like to dot  we hove n spare room or, if you'd 
prefer, there is a decent motel but 10 minutes sway. For your purposes and for 
mine I'd like you to know so Bill can what I do hove. I cannot possibly tell 
you all, but I can give you a pretty good idea end some fair samples. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


